May 2022 New DVDs
American Underdog
Tells the inspirational true story of Kurt Warner, who went from a stock boy at a grocery store to a twotime NFL MVP, Super Bowl champion, and Hall of Fame quarterback. The film centers on Warner's
unique story and years of challenges and setbacks that could have derailed his aspirations to become
an NFL player, but just when his dreams seemed all but out of reach, it is only with the support of his
wife, Brenda and the encouragement of his family, coaches, and teammates that Warner perseveres
and finds the strength to show the world the champion that he already is.

America's Test Kitchen, Season 12
Join Christopher Kimball and the cast of America's Test Kitchen to learn the basics of great home cooking.
Learn recipes that will work the first time you try them, thanks to the dozens of test cooks who develop,
refine, and test recipes again and again until they arrive at the very best versions. Learning to become a
better cook has never been this foolproof or fun!

America's Test Kitchen, Season 13
Join Christopher Kimball and the cast of America's Test Kitchen to learn the basics of great home cooking.
Learn recipes that will work the first time you try them, thanks to the dozens of test cooks who develop,
refine, and test recipes again and again until they arrive at the very best versions. Learning to become a
better cook has never been this foolproof or fun!

America’s Test Kitchen, Season 14
Join Christopher Kimball and the cast of America's Test Kitchen to learn the basics of great home cooking.
Learn recipes that will work the first time you try them, thanks to the dozens of test cooks who develop,
refine, and test recipes again and again until they arrive at the very best versions. Learning to become a
better cook has never been this foolproof or fun!

Chesapeak Shores, Season 5
Season Five begins with an ending as a kiss goodbye sends Abby and Trace to travel separate paths.
With the help of her family and some new friends, she must contemplate the future on her own terms.Hallmark.

Cyrano
A man ahead of his time, Cyrano de Bergerac dazzles whether with ferocious wordplay at a verbal joust or
with brilliant swordplay in a duel. But, convinced that his appearance renders him unworthy of the love of a
devoted friend, the luminous Roxanne, Cyrano has yet to declare his feelings for her, and Roxanne has
fallen in love, at first sight, with Christian.

Death on the Nile
Belgian sleuth Hercule Poirot's Egyptian vacation aboard a glamorous river steamer turns into a terrifying
search for a murderer when a picture-perfect couple's idyllic honeymoon is tragically cut short. Set against
an epic landscape of sweeping desert vistas and the majestic Giza pyramids, this tale of unbridled passion
and incapacitating jealousy features a cosmopolitan group of impeccably dressed travelers, and enough
wicked twists and turns to leave audiences guessing until the final, shocking denouement.

The Great, Season 2
Catherine finally takes the Russian throne for her own- but if she thought coup-ing her husband was
difficult, it's nothing compared the realities of liberating a country that doesn't want to be. She'll battle her
court, her team, even her own mother in a bid to bring the Enlightenment to Russia.

The King's Daughter
In 1684 France, Louis XIV, the Sun King, is the most powerful and influential monarch on the planet. But
his birthday is approaching along with a rare solar eclipse and he's worried about the future of France. His
spiritual advisor, P̈re La Chaise, comforts him, while his physician, Dr. Labarthe informs him that scientists
believe mermaids contain a life force that grants immortality. Louis XIV's quest for immortality leads him to
capture a mermaid's life force, but his immovable will is challenged when his long-hidden illegitimate
daughter forms a bond with the magical creature.

Locked Down
A couple living in London on the brink of a COVID-accelerated breakup bypass therapy to attempt a highrisk, high-stakes jewelry heist at a department store.

Love Strikes Twice
Workaholic lawyer Maggie is having marriage issues. She wishes for a do-over and awakens fifteen years in the past.
Will Maggie choose college boyfriend Rick or will she stay with husband Josh?

Moonfall
A mysterious force knocks the Moon from its orbit around Earth and sends it hurdling on a collision course
with life, as we know it. With mere weeks before impact and the world on the brink of annihilation, NASA
executive and former astronaut Jo Fowler is convinced she has the key to saving us all, but only one
astronaut from her past, Brian Harper and a conspiracy theorist K.C. Houseman believe her. These
unlikely heroes will mount an impossible last-ditch mission into space, leaving behind everyone they love,
only to find that they might have prepared for the wrong mission.

The Outfit
An expert tailor must outwit a dangerous group of mobsters in order to survive a fateful night.

Sanditon, Season 2
High-spirited heroine Charlotte Heywood returns to the picturesque coastal resort of Sanditon and the
companionship of her friend Georgiana Lambe. What adventures, scandals, intrigue and above all else,
romance, await Miss Heywood this season?

Sweet Carolina
Marketing executive Josie returns home when she becomes the unexpected guardian of her niece and
nephew. While there, she reconnects with Cooper, her high school boyfriend.

Uncharted
Street-smart Nathan Drake is recruited by seasoned treasure hunter Victor "Sully" Sullivan to recover a
fortune amassed by Ferdinand Magellan and lost 500 years ago by the House of Moncada. What starts as
a heist job for the duo becomes a globe-trotting, white-knuckle race to reach the prize before the ruthless
Santiago Moncada, who believes he and his family are the rightful heirs. If Nate and Sully can decipher the
clues and solve one of the world's oldest mysteries, they stand to find $5 billion in treasure and perhaps
even Nate's long-lost brother ... but only if they can learn to work together.

The Wedding Veil
The first installment of an enchanting new trilogy starring three of Hallmark's most beloved leading ladies
as longtime college friends who discover a mysterious antique veil fabled to unite its bearer with her true
love. After discovering a long-lost painting, museum curator Avery (Chabert) and successful, new board
member Peter (McGarry) investigate the artwork's origins as they plan a charity fundraiser to unveil its
restoration.

